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SUMMARY

Societies must transform their dynamics to support the flourishing of life. There is increasing interest in
regeneration and regenerative practice as a solution, but also limited cohered understanding of what
constitutes regenerative systems at social-ecological scales. In this perspective we present a conceptual,
cross-disciplinary, and action-oriented regenerative systems framework, the Regenerative Lens, informed
by a wide literature review. The framework emphasizes that regenerative systems maintain positive reinforc-
ing cycles of wellbeing within and beyond themselves, especially between humans and wider nature, such
that ‘‘life begets life.’’ We identify five key qualities needed in systems to encourage such dynamics: an
ecological worldview embodied in human action; mutualism; high diversity; agency for humans and non-hu-
mans to act regeneratively; and continuous reflexivity. We apply the Lens to an envisioned future food system
to illustrate its utility as a reflexive tool and for stretching ambition. We hope that the conceptual clarity
provided here will aid the necessary acceleration of learning and action toward regenerative systems.
INTRODUCTION

Transformations across societies—for better or worse—are

inevitable given the scale, pace, and depth of environmental

and social change.1 Some of these deep structural changes

will be imposed upon us as impacts of climate and other bio-

physical change accrue, while other, more desirable transforma-

tions may emerge if humanity stewards change toward new

social-ecological patterns.1

In this context, ‘‘sustainability’’ is a commonly stated goal for

desired transformations.2 Sustainability is typically referred to

as finding ways to live today that do not compromise the

wellbeing of future generations.2 It has been strongly argued,

however, that mainstream approaches to sustainability are

inadequate. These approaches typically focus on reducing
824 One Earth 6, July 21, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). Published by E
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anthropogenic harm to acceptable levels, such as through

improving efficiency (e.g., ‘‘net zero’’ carbon targets), which is

deemed too incremental and superficial given that we have

already transgressed planetary thresholds.3–10 Moreover, sus-

tainability often fails to challenge the underlying drivers of current

crises, such as capitalism, commodification, and worldviews

where humans are viewed as separate from nature.4,6,11–13

New framings and approaches are therefore urgently required

to guide more radical transformations.4

An alternative approach gaining traction worldwide, encour-

aging rapid and deep change, is to strive for ‘‘regenerative’’

practice, dynamics, and systems.4,5,13–15 Broadly speaking,

regenerative social-ecological systems—regions, economies,

cities, businesses, communities, and so forth—can be defined

as those that maintain positive reinforcing cycles of wellbeing
lsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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within and beyond themselves, especially between humans and

wider nature.4 At itsmost basic semantic level, something regen-

erative has a capacity to exist or be created again (deriving from

the Latin regenerare, ‘‘create again’’).16 A regenerative dynamic

has also been summarized as ‘‘life creates conditions conducive

to life,’’17 in which humans are ‘‘participating as nature’’ to sup-

port continued co-evolution of the biosphere.4

The concept of regenerative systems has long-established

philosophical underpinnings, including from Indigenous,

Eastern, and Western thought,3 and is still embodied in practice

in certain (especially Indigenous) cultures and communities

around the world,18 such as the ‘‘good living’’ approaches of

M�aori and Quechua peoples.19 However, regenerative ap-

proaches for social-ecological systems are still relatively unfa-

miliar (or forgotten) in Western societies, and embodying regen-

erative principles is challenging for newcomers because it

requires fundamentally altered ways of thinking, acting, and

relating between people and planet. A critical task facing human-

ity is thus to accelerate learning about transitioning to regenera-

tive systems at a scale, pace, and depth that match those of

global crises.

Academic fields drawing on regeneration concepts at social-

ecological scales include agriculture, business, economics,

and education (Table 1). Regenerative social-ecological systems

(which we use interchangeably with ‘‘regenerative systems’’ in

this paper) are closely related to other concepts and practices

including living systems theory, Gaia theory, ecoliteracy, deep

ecology, agroecology, permaculture, biodynamics, biophilia,

biomimicry, and holistic management,5,13,17 and resonate with

many ‘‘new economics’’ approaches aiming to replace the hege-

mony of neoliberalism, such as eco-feminism.8,20,21 Regenera-

tive systems are thus inherently normative and political (particu-

larly in defining human wellbeing) but also built upon

fundamental properties of life, as we explore in more detail later

on.

The literature often views designing for regenerative systems

as a transformational solution to interlinked environmental and

social crises, such as climate change and wealth inequality.22,38

Regeneration is positioned not only as the antithesis of contem-

porary societies’ extractive and exploitative activities but also as

going well beyond mainstream solutions (e.g., sustainability) in

terms of the depth of change advocated, including transforma-

tion of worldviews.3–13 In particular, regenerative approaches

are underpinned by more holistic and mutualistic relations be-

tween people and wider nature.3,4 Regenerative approaches

are also seen to encourage more positive, creative visions and

narratives to guide action.5,51 This is in contrast to the common

societal focus on difficulties of transformation or the threat of

dystopian futures, which risks creating a self-fulfilling prophecy

and encouraging denial, paralysis, and defeatism.3,34,51 Regen-

erative systems have thus been explored across diverse disci-

plines as systems that transcend the dynamics of current

systems and traditionally advocated solutions.

An increasing number of initiatives and organizations are

beginning to put regenerative thinking into practice.13 They

include: place-based initiatives at local or regional levels, such

as towns in the Transition Network or Brazil’s Ecovida network;

the ‘‘regenerative culture’’ of care within the global campaign

movement Extinction Rebellion52; efforts of more mainstream
organizations exploring what regenerative businesses and econ-

omies might look like, such as the World Business Council for

Sustainable Development53; whole sectors starting to examine

how transformations to regenerative dynamics can be enabled,

such as the Regen10 initiative and Regeneration International

organization in global food systems; and other new organiza-

tions springing up to help cohere or support others to enact

regenerative principles, such as the Capital Institute,54 Doughnut

Economics Action Lab (DEAL), FixOurFood,55 Forum for the

Future,53 Future Stewards, H3Uni, Positive, Regenerative Com-

munities Network, Regenesis Institute, Regeneration Organiza-

tion, the Royal Society of Arts,56 and many others. Concurrently,

regenerative systems are also gaining prominence in accessible

non-academic texts spanning fields from business to cultural

renewal.5,57–60

Despite the potential for a regenerative framing and approach

to overcome many of the challenges facing people and the

planet, two important challenges remain. First, the growing

body of literature around regenerative systems remains relatively

disparate, with few attempts to conceptualize regenerative sys-

tems in ways that cut across multiple disciplines and scales to

reflect on broader themes. While pluralistic approaches to

regenerative systems are not necessarily problematic, a lack of

coherence and clarity risks the concept being co-opted for

greenwashing22,38,61 and then limits understanding about the

actions needed to encourage truly regenerative systems. In

particular, there is often vagueness in existing explanations of

outcomes and dynamics of regenerative systems and how

they differ fundamentally from problematic current systems.

Conceptual clarity around these aspects is especially important

because outcomes of attempts to support transformation will be

a reflection of how radical our visions of desired futures are, and

therefore how transformative our actions are likely to be.62 The

focus on dynamics then brings attention to how such outcomes

are being realized, and therefore whether or not a system

is achieving desired outcomes without also fundamentally

changing the underlying nature of the system.1

Second, although the number of heuristics and tools for

designing, identifying, and evaluating regenerative systems is

growing, there is a lack of frameworks focused on regenerative

systems in a broad sense (e.g., not focused only on the built

environment,63 businesses,53,64 economies,31,54 or develop-

ment65,66) that remain accessible while being underpinned by a

rich global body of knowledge, and whose primary aim is to

enhance communication and stimulate conceptual change in

order to guide practice toward radically different futures, rather

than validation, prediction, or explanation.67,68 Addressing these

two challenges is necessary if learning is to be accelerated about

how to support wider societal transformations to fundamentally

new kinds of futures.

In this perspective, therefore, we present a conceptual cross-

disciplinary regenerative systems framework, the Regenerative

Lens, informed by a wide literature review. The framework em-

phasizes that regenerative systems maintain positive reinforcing

cycles of wellbeing within and beyond themselves, especially

between humans and wider nature, such that ‘‘life begets life.’’

We identify five key qualities needed in systems to encourage

such dynamics: an ecological worldview embodied in human

action; mutualism; high diversity; agency for humans and
One Earth 6, July 21, 2023 825



Table 1. Regeneration concepts in different fields of study at the scale of social-ecological systems

Field Regeneration in context References consulted

Agriculture Regenerative agriculture, closely related to agroecology, permaculture,

and biodynamics, ‘‘explicitly focuses on creating reciprocal relationships

between ecological, social, cultural, and spiritual components in social-

ecological communities to grow all forms of capital while expressing the

essence of each person, farm, and place,’’7 with particular focus on

enhancing soil health. Some definitions of regenerative agriculture focus

more on outcomes (e.g., carbon sequestration), while others focus more

on practices (which often include zero or low tillage and livestock-arable

integration).22 Some interpretations place more emphasis on the support

of human wellbeing (e.g., in farming communities) and political activism

aspects (thus aligning more toward agroecology), with regenerative

agriculture inseparable from redressing land enclosure and racism23,24

Gibbons,7 Duncan et al.,18 Newton et al.,22

Schreefel et al.,25 Lal,26 Tittonell et al.,27

Carlisle,23 Penniman24

Business Application of ideas from regenerative design, regenerative

development, regenerative sustainability, and stewardship theory to

business, such that regenerative businesses adopt a systemic view of the

world and their place in it and ensure profits produce rather than reduce

socio-environmental wellbeing: they ‘‘enhance, and thrive through, the

health of social-ecological systems in a co-evolutionary process.’’28

Regenerative or ecocentric entrepreneurship includes treating nature as

an enabling partner from which entrepreneurs learn and find creativity29

Caldera et al.,30 Hahn and Tampe,28

Vlasov29

Design Regenerative design adopts a holistic perspective that is biophilic,

biomimetic, participatory, and closely tied to the uniqueness of particular

places, aiming for co-evolution between humans and the rest of nature.

Applied in architecture and urban planning but in also other areas and

design of societies and futures more generally

Camrass,3 Reed,4 Wahl5

Development Regenerative development uses a place-based systems thinking

approach to actively generate positive, co-evolutionary, ecological, and

social outcomes from development, particularly via feedback between

them. It recognizes the importance of positive feedback between inner

(paradigm) and outer dimensions of sustainability.7 Sometimes seen as

similar to, or an application of, regenerative sustainability. ‘‘Regenerative

community development’’ builds on regenerative development by

focusing on communities as nested and networked building blocks of

nature and societies7

Gibbons,7 Caldera et al.30

Economics Regenerative economics framings (including regenerative capitalism)

emphasize a variety of different principles and practices, including the

need to go beyond traditional sustainability approaches, using dynamic

systems approaches, resource circularity, understanding wealth

holistically, encouraging adaptability and diverse collaboration, and

transdisciplinary education and advocacy.7,8 Some have conceptualized

regenerative economies as mimicking the structure and dynamics

(including self-renewing properties) of natural ecosystems, including: a

balance between efficiency and resilience (e.g., from a diversity of

organizations and roles) that means strong resource flows can be

sustained into the future; high levels of mutualism; and continuous

learning31

Gibbons,7 Shannon et al.,8 Fath et al.,31

Fullerton32

Education Various concepts of regenerative learning, education, and creativity, and

education for regenerative futures. Pedagogy for regenerative futures is

constantly evolving and embraces connectivity between the human and

more-than-human, and ambiguity. Teachers create conditions for the

emergence of creativity and mutualism, including transdisciplinarity and

finding inspiration from nature, drawing especially on ideas from

regenerative design. Students are not just taught about environmental

crises but are also given the wisdom and skills to encourage regeneration

and flourishing of life. Sustainability education is decolonized and

recentered on Indigenous histories, concepts, and wisdom33

Armon,34 Hauk,35 King,36

Wooltorton et al.33

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Field Regeneration in context References consulted

Food systems Regenerative food system concepts draw on many other fields such as

regenerative agriculture and regenerative design and consider a wide

variety of aspects including food production, food waste,

entrepreneurship, finance, governance, livelihoods, and technology.

Some suggested principles of regenerative food systems include:

acknowledging and including diverse forms of knowing and being; taking

care of people, animals, and the planet; moving beyond capitalist

approaches; commoning the food system; promoting accountable

innovations; and long-term planning and rural-urban relations.37

Relocalizing foodsheds is often a primary goal, and food democracy/

sovereignty, shifting consumer worldviews, and elevating Indigenous

food systems are also important aspects7

Gibbons,7 Duncan et al.,18 Anderson and

Rivera-Ferre,38 Loring,39 Dahlberg40

Governance ‘‘Regenerative governance’’ modes include holacracies and

sociocracies, whichmimic the living system characteristics ofmodularity,

subsidiarity, nestedness, and feedback.7 Traditional hierarchical

management is replaced by a more self-managing model, with authority

distributed across all employees in an overlapping holarchy of roles and

domains of work, decisions by mutual consent, and continuous

feedback.7 There are many other suggestions of governance models and

methods applicable to regenerative (e.g., food) systems, such as

cooperatives and commons

Gibbons,7 Duncan et al.,18 Fath et al.,31

Bronson41

Nature

conservation

Assisted natural regeneration accelerates ecological processes to reach

desired restored states for ecosystems (overlaps with regenerative

agriculture)

Lohbeck et al.42

Organizing Closely related to ideas about regenerative business, regenerative

organizing is ‘‘the process of sensing and embracing surrounding living

ecosystems, aligning organizational knowledge, decision-making, and

actions to these systems’ structures and dynamics and acting in

conjunction, in a way that allows for ecosystems to regenerate, build

resilience and sustain life.’’13 Regenerative organizations seek to help

local places flourish, and their leadership embraces the ambiguities and

paradoxical nature of place-based tensions, thus making them

opportunities for reflexivity and creativity rather than merely conflicts28,43

Muñoz and Branzei,13 Slawinski et al.43

Sustainability Regenerative sustainability aims ‘‘to address the dysfunctional human-

nature relationship by entering into a co-creative partnership with nature

to restore and regenerate the global social-ecological system through a

set of localized ecological design and engineering practices rooted in the

context and its social-ecological narratives.’’44 It emphasizes collective

constructivist processes of reflection and visioning, with a holistic

worldview

Camrass,3 Gibbons,7 Hes and du Plessis45

Tourism Regenerative tourism aims to fulfill the potential of local tourism localities,

including their environments and communities, to flourish, rather than

extracting economic wealth to be distributed elsewhere. It achieves this

via a holistic systems approach, weaving Indigenous and Western

science knowledge, seeing nature as teacher, encouraging care,

collaboration, and continuous reflection, learning and evolution, and

fostering the agency of local actors. Tourism systems are regarded as

inseparable from nature and obligated to respect Earth’s principles

and laws

Bellato et al.,46 Dredge47

Urban studies ‘‘Urban regeneration’’ has many different interpretations, but is often

related to the development of a ‘‘run-down’’ urban area to improve socio-

economic conditions.48 A neoliberal interpretation focuses on creating

financial wealth and individual freedom via market liberalization.49 Ideas

about ‘‘regenerative cities’’ include adopting a more holistic, social-

ecological perspective of the city in its environment and enhancing the

health of cities’ hinterland ecosystems50

de Magalhães,48 Sager,49 Fayed et al.50
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non-humans to act regeneratively; and continuous reflexivity.

We apply the Lens to an envisioned future food system to illus-

trate its utility as a reflexive tool and for stretching ambition—

and ultimately, we hope, to aid the necessary acceleration of

learning and action toward regenerative systems. In the sections

that follow, we first describe our methodological approach and

assumptions before describing the different aspects of the

Regenerative Lens framework and its application. We finish by

discussing the Lens in a broader context and suggest some

next steps for regenerative systems research.

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS

Our overall approach to developing the Regenerative Lens was

shaped by our motivation to create a reflexive tool,69 or an

‘‘orienting heuristic’’ akin to the Three Horizons framework for

designing transformative change,70 rather than to aim at gener-

ating new theory or providing quantitative indicators for evalu-

ating regenerative systems. There is abundant pre-existing

theory on aspects of regenerative systems as well as important

efforts to develop quantitative (and qualitative) indicator frame-

works, including for regenerative economies31 and regenerative

development.65,66 Conceptual constructs such as our Lens may

instead have value in improving communication and stimulating

conceptual change to guide practice, especially for those

entirely unfamiliar with this way of thinking, rather than (or in

addition to) validation, prediction, or explanation.67,68 The

‘‘lens’’ metaphor is relevant because the framework’s primary

intended use is as a figurative lens through which to envision

radically different futures, evaluate existing visions, and reflect

on one’s action in the world.

With this overall purpose in mind, three key assumptions

further informed our approach. First, we considered it valuable

to distill insights from diverse disciplines to develop the Lens.

Our framing of social-ecological systems is inherently broad

and inclusive. Social-ecological systems—themselves ‘‘living

systems’’ characterized by the special properties of life71—are

based around humans and wider nature as interdependent inter-

acting entities.72 Although regenerative system concepts in

other disciplines (e.g., physiology or electrical engineering)

may share thermodynamic or living system properties with

regenerative social-ecological systems, we focus onmore social

contexts in this paper. We used an integrative review methodol-

ogy, which is appropriate for synthesizing disparate information

from different fields, to generate new insights and perspectives

(but not to comprehensively and systematically review all avail-

able literature).73 We reviewed regeneration literature in diverse

fields (Table 1) and other literature, using inductive thematic

analysis74 to identify major themes. We combined literature

synthesis with our own conceptual reasoning and some of the

authors’ practical experience in facilitating regenerative initia-

tives (I.F. and B.S.). This integrative method was considered

important because there are particular challenges in creating

frameworks of concepts of which we have limited experience,

and more inter- and transdisciplinary approaches could be vital

in helping us to go beyond the limits of our language and current

metaphorical ways of understanding things.75 Moreover, there is

a growing volume of available information about regenerative

systems and therefore a concomitant need to consolidate this
828 One Earth 6, July 21, 2023
information to understand its essence, especially for scholars

new to regenerative fields, in a way that increases information

accessibility and mitigates information overload.76

Second, we considered it valuable to focus on dynamics and

outcomes of regenerative systems in our framework. This is not

only because we found these aspects typically underdeveloped

elsewhere, but because (as we previously highlighted) they are

fundamental to encouraging transformatively different futures.

A system might produce desired outcomes, but these are likely

to be short-lived if they still arise from degenerative dynamics

that erode the system’s resilience. If, however, there is a focus

on fostering radically different system dynamics with a more

beneficial directionality for people and planet, desirable out-

comes are likely to be more sustainable in the long term, and

the framework could generate more useful insights about how

certain practices would more effectively support emergence of

regenerative systems.

Third, we aimed for an optimal level of simplicity in designing

the framework. In some of the authors’ experience as facilitators,

an orienting heuristic with more than about 4–5 distinct elements

of the same broad type, such as principles or qualities—even

though each element may be rich in underlying detail—is difficult

for participants to take in and feel connected to without in-depth

exploration. Existing regenerative frameworks often contain rela-

tively large numbers (ca. 8–10) of principles.31,32,56 We therefore

aimed for a level of simplicity that also preserves important

essences of the complexities involved more appropriate to

what the human brain has evolved to understand77 and does

not preclude nuances in particular cases of application.

Overall, the Regenerative Lens resulting from this approach is

valuable as an accessible heuristic (while remaining grounded in

a rich body of conceptual and empirical literature—indeed, a

breadth of synthesis of regenerative ideas hitherto unattempted)

that can be used in a wide range of contexts to push ambition,

imagination, and transformative intent in envisioning, and there-

fore action toward, better futures. In the following sections we

present the Regenerative Lens framework, which explains the

outcomes expected of a regenerative system and the underlying

qualities, dynamics, and practices that support emergence of

these outcomes.

OUTCOMES OF REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS

Ecological outcome
To be considered regenerative, a system—e.g., a company, city,

or bioregion—would maximize the ability of Earth’s biosphere to

build, maintain, repair, and reproduce itself, as well as adapt and

evolve, such that it retains its integrity over time (Figure 1). This

ability might be called the ‘‘lifeness’’ of life78 and is underpinned

by living systems’ distinctive thermodynamic behavior. As ‘‘dissi-

pative systems’’ far from equilibrium and exchanging substantial

energy flows with their environment,31,79,80 living systems locally

overcome the universe’s general tendency toward increasing en-

tropy (roughly speaking, the inaccessibility of a system’s energy

for doing useful work) as described by the Second Law of

Thermodynamics.81,82 Living systems actually decrease local

entropy, which often corresponds to an increase in apparent ‘‘or-

der.’’81,82 Life thus avoids ‘‘heat death’’ or ‘‘entropic death,’’ an

equilibrium where no further energy flow and change in state
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are possible.83 Furthermore, living organisms maintain some

structural consistency over time thanks to the information pre-

served in DNA or RNA, enabling them to regenerate parts or all

of themselves following damage, decay, and reproduction.84,85

Even an individual organism’s death does not preclude regener-

ation of its structure, assuming it has already passedon its genes.

Tomaximize lifeness across ecosystems, a general principle is

the need for balance between efficiency (equivalent to the

removal of entropy-increasing friction86) and resilience (inter-

preted here as the capacity to maintain functioning and adapt-

ability in a changing environment), and the system characteris-

tics producing them (e.g., relating to component size,

specialization, and connectivity), as they often trade off against

each other.31,87 This balance is typically observed in ecosystems

under natural selection and results in flows (of, e.g., energy, car-

bon, nitrogen) being maximized while remaining resilient.81,87

Large size and low connectivity (e.g., of species or organisms

in food webs) would be expected to typically result in higher ef-

ficiency and lower resilience, with small size, high functional

specialization, and high connectivity associated with lower effi-

ciency and higher resilience.31,87

The ecological outcome of regenerative systems is thus about

maximizing life’s inherent capacity to sustain its organization,

productivity, and resilience,88 which includes a sufficient level

of biological diversity and complexity as well as efficiency of

resource flows. This contrasts starkly with the present day, in

which human activity has reduced both efficiency and resilience

of energy flows in ecosystems by eroding wild biomass (espe-

cially of the largest animals and plants) and biodiversity, dramat-

ically reducing regenerative potential.87,89,90

Human outcome
A regenerative system would also take a holistic view of human

wellbeing in which everyone’s full suite of needs is met and

ongoing human cultural and intellectual evolution is enabled

(Figure 1). Humans have a sophisticated and, some suggest, uni-

versal set of needs, as illustrated by many specific frameworks

including Maslow’s hierarchy,30,91,92 eudaimonic wellbeing,93

Sen’s capabilities,94 human-scale development,95 eco-cultural

health,88 and many others.96–98 We have basic material needs,

including air, water, food, and shelter, which must be met to

avoid death. However, we also have intangible needs, including

love, belonging, and meaning, without which we typically enter a

negative emotional state.92 In Maslow’s hierarchy, the highest

needs are self-actualization (fulfilling one’s potential) and finally

self-transcendence.91 Other holistic health frameworks highlight

extensions to more relational, subjective, and emancipatory as-

pects of wellbeing, including our interactions with other objects,

organisms, and patterns (e.g., links between food and culture,

socialization, livelihood and identity, and the importance of wider

ecological health for human health), and having agency and

empowerment to lead meaningful lives.88,94,96,97 Emphasis on

such higher-order needs alongside basic needs sets regenera-

tive approaches apart from others with narrower accounts of

human dignity and personhood.30,99

Similar to the ecological outcome described above, a balance

between efficiency and resilience of anthropogenic resource

flows (e.g., food,money, and ideas) is also key tomeeting human

needs and enabling cultural and intellectual evolution.31,87 For
example, a balance between large efficient elements (e.g.,

multinationals) and smaller, less efficient elements (e.g., local

contractors) is needed to distribute resources (e.g., finance) in in-

clusive ways across economies, mimicking other structures

found in nature.31 However, today’s societies exhibit many

examples of over-prioritizing resource flow efficiency at the

expense of resilience and continued evolution. In this context, re-

silience includes ‘‘transformative resilience’’ or maintaining the

capacity for transformation.5 Examples include: our financial

systems dominated by a handful of large organizations, whose

‘‘brittleness’’ contributed to the 2008/2009 financial crisis31;

huge increases in agricultural yield efficiency during the indus-

trial era but a tendency toward monocultures that often have

lower resilience in the face of shocks100; and extreme rates of in-

formation flow globally leading to ‘‘information overload’’86 and

‘‘ossification of canon’’ in scientific fields where potentially revo-

lutionary ideas become lost in a huge sea of information.101

Conversely, flow efficiency is insufficient in many cases (e.g.,

in terms of wealth distribution), contributing to the fact that our

societies are increasingly failing to meet even the material needs

of billions of people.6,39,102 A regenerative system, in contrast,

would manage resource flows in ways that balance efficiency

and resilience, and thus enable fulfillment of needs and ongoing

evolution in human cultures over the long term.

Interdependent outcomes
The desired outcome of regenerative systems is not only ecolog-

ical and human regeneration but also a mutually reinforcing

dynamic between these.4 This is an important example of a

more general dynamic needed in regenerative systems: the

mutual reinforcement between regeneration of a system in ques-

tion (‘‘internal regeneration’’) and regeneration of the wider

system it sits within (‘‘external regeneration’’) (Figures 1 and 2).

A fully regenerative system would be both internally and exter-

nally regenerative (Figures 1 and 2). For a person, internal regen-

eration might involve supporting one’s individual needs while

external regeneration could be positively supporting the social

and ecological conditions of one’s home community, which in

turn supports one’s internal regeneration. A fully regenerative

farm would not only employ practices that advance the farmer’s

economic needs and regenerate soils and ecosystems on which

the farm directly depends but also regenerate wider social and

ecological environments, e.g., by boosting pollinator popula-

tions and acting as a hub for community interaction, which in

turn support the farm. A fully regenerative business would not

only focus internally on regenerative outcomes for its employees

but also externally for wider society and ecosystems. Moreover,

those wider social and ecological environments (e.g., commu-

nities, politics, finance systems) must be aligned to the regener-

ation of the person/farm/business in question, since all systems

are internally self-organizing by using external gradients;

otherwise, a system risks being ‘‘self-sacrificing’’ and burning

out (Figure 2).

In the particular internal-external case of human regeneration

and wider ecological regeneration, humans’ active participation

with the environment helps ecosystems to regenerate their own

health and, therefore, human health4,34,88,98 (Figure 1). Ecosys-

tems fulfill a wide array of human needs, including by providing

food, materials, carbon sequestration, water purification,
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Figure 1. The Regenerative Lens framework
Summary framework of the Regenerative Lens, based on the structure of a human eye. The horizontal and vertical arrowed ‘‘outlines’’ of the eye represent the
mutually reinforcing dynamics that characterize the outcomes of regenerative systems, with details given in the text outside the eye to the west, east, and south.

(legend continued on next page)
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recreation, and spiritual meaning.103 The term ‘‘ecosystem ser-

vices’’ is commonly used to describe this relation103; we use

the term as a shorthand in our framework (Figure 1), recognizing

that although it has received critique, e.g., for encouraging

exploitation, anthropocentrism, and commodification, it can

also encapsulate other values and ontologies that align more

to a regenerative approach.104 Reciprocally, ecosystems need

a degree of human stewardship, as recognized by many Indige-

nous peoples34,98,105,106 (Figure 1). Although a stewardship

approach would be humble enough to recognize that ecosystem

regeneration is often more effective when unassisted by hu-

mans,107 it also acknowledges that ecosystem health may, at

least initially, need help to kick-start positive reinforcing cycles.4

As environmental health improves, nature’s integration into hu-

man self-identity can be enhanced, further encouraging pro-

environmental and pro-social behavior in a virtuous cycle.108

If a system lacks these dynamics, it risks losing its integrity

(Figure 2). This is illustrated by our current extraction and

pollution of the environment jeopardizing ecosystem services

(e.g., due to biodiversity declines)109 and driving degenerative

reinforcing cycles. These cycles include the reactionary, short-

term responses to human-exacerbated crises such as the

COVID-19 pandemic that focus on meeting more immediate hu-

man needs (important though these are) at the expense of envi-

ronmental stewardship,110 and environmental degradation

reducing humans’ self-identification with nature, which weakens

pro-environmental and pro-social behavior.108 Moreover, much

human activity today is externally degenerative and either inter-

nally regenerative (‘‘self-centered’’), such as polluting busi-

nesses that treat their employees well, or internally degenerative

(‘‘fully degenerative’’), as illustrated by the worsening mental

health and mounting human death toll from anthropogenic

climate change or the dramatic loss over the last half-century

of human cultural (e.g., language) diversity and viability and

associated knowledge and practice of maintaining healthy eco-

systems, which also threatens the regenerative capacity of wider

ecosystems111–115 (Figure 2). Fully regenerative futures, mean-

while, would be built around the reciprocal support between

internal and external regeneration and, notably, between human

and wider ecological regeneration.

FIVE KEY QUALITIES FOR ENABLING REGENERATIVE
SYSTEMS

In distilling our knowledge and research on regenerative sys-

tems, we identified five key qualities, along with their associated

dynamics and practices, which support the achievement of

regenerative outcomes (Figure 1).

Ecological worldview
Of foundational importance to enabling regenerative systems is

an ‘‘ecological worldview,’’3 whereby people deeply embody

an understanding that they are part of a complex web of exis-

tence (including the rest of life) and not separate from

it.3,38,116,117 This worldview, aligning with much Indigenous
The pupil and iris include the five key qualities of regenerative systems that suppo
eye to the north, north-east, south-east, south-west, and north-west. These block
dynamics and practices associated with that quality (second paragraph).
thought globally (such as ‘‘good living’’ philosophies),19,34,118

views the world as nested interacting holons (wholes that are

also parts) in a holarchy.119,120 Without it, approaches and ac-

tions are likely to fall back on reductionist and siloed thinking,

e.g., as often characterize sustainable development,3 and

egocentric notions of humans and human societies separate

from nature.5 This risks both human and ecological degeneration

but also failure to maximize reinforcing regenerative cycles

arising from human-ecological relations. Embodying an ecolog-

ical worldview means that all actions—from production of food,

energy, and materials, to financial transactions, to our reproduc-

tive decisions (for those with the agency to make such

choices)—are performed with awareness of, and in ways that

nurture, the positive interdependencies previously described.

An ecological worldview might be encouraged by collabora-

tive efforts to map or otherwise visualize the internal and external

system and how they affect each other, with a long-term lens.30

For example, DEAL’s Doughnut Design for Business tool encour-

ages businesses to reflect on how they impact, and are impacted

by, the sectors of the ‘‘doughnut’’ that represents the safe and

just living space for humanity.121 Discussions about ‘‘boundary

objects’’—objects that inhabit and foster coherence across

multiple intersecting social worlds122—could be similarly benefi-

cial. Furthermore, established economic approaches such as

cosmolocalism and the circular economy could be useful routes

into developing an ecological worldview. Cosmolocalism honors

local communities as key social units while recognizing their

position and role in a global network of sharing resources in a

commons, thus transfiguring local-global relations.123 The circu-

lar economy, meanwhile, reconceptualizes something tradition-

ally treated as a negative externality (waste) as something that

can regenerate production (both internally and externally),

contributing to Earth’s cyclical processes of life.30,124,125 There

are many innovative examples of circular economy practice,

from closed-loop vertical farms to ‘‘agro-parks’’ of factories

operating in an industrial symbiosis, reusing one company’s

waste stream as another’s inputs.125 Regenerative agriculture

offers examples, such as applying compost and manure rather

than synthetic fertilizer and relying on natural pest control rather

than pesticides.25 However, circular economy approaches

based on economies of scale and commodification may not

fundamentally challenge the mindsets and power relations

(e.g., relating to human-nature dualism) that regenerative sys-

tems aim to transform; smaller-scale, place-based, grassroots

agroecological approaches may align more strongly with a

regenerative system overall.125 Finally, and importantly, there

is much to learn from Indigenous philosophies, such as the

Quechua people’s ‘‘Allin Kawsay’’ or M�aori ‘‘Mauri Ora,’’ in

developing more holistic perspectives.30

Understanding the need for an ecological worldview and

encouraging it is one thing; it is another to actually embody it

so that it becomes a subconscious driver of how we do things.

We are a long way from that. Nonetheless, the importance of

this shift for enabling regenerative systems cannot be over-

stated, as the worldview underpins all other qualities.
rt the emergence of regenerative outcomes, with details in the text outside the
s of text include a brief definition of the quality (first paragraph) and examples of
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Figure 2. Examples of internally/externally regenerative/degenerative systems
Hypothetical examples of social-ecological systems that are internally and/or externally regenerative and/or degenerative.
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Mutualism
Mutualism can be a quality of interactions between individual

actors as well as an overall network. In the former case, it de-

scribes interactions between two or more actors that benefit all

parties. In the latter, ‘‘network mutualism’’ describes the pre-

ponderance of positive over negative or neutral relations (e.g.,

exchanges of beneficial resources) in an ecosystem.126 As illus-

trated by healthy natural ecosystems, regenerative systems

would need relatively high network mutualism.31 This suggests

an important role for individual mutualistic interactions,

including cooperation (working toward a common goal) and

reciprocity (returning favors), to enhance overall network mutu-

alism. That is not to dismiss the importance of apparently non-

mutualistic interactions (e.g., parasitism, predation, competi-

tion, altruism), as many result in ‘‘indirect mutualism’’126 that

promotes overall ecosystem health. Such interactions (e.g., hu-

man removal of invasive species, or even human decisions to

raise smaller families) might be particularly important in the

shorter term as we navigate pathways toward regenerative

systems. However, it is clear that societies must overturn the
832 One Earth 6, July 21, 2023
prevalence of non-mutualistic, internally and externally degen-

erative dynamics (Figure 2), and place greater emphasis on

mutualistic interactions—among humans and between humans

and wider nature—if they are to develop regenerative systems.

This is because in general, predominantly self-centered or

competitive interactions risk external degeneration while self-

sacrificing interactions risk internal degeneration (Figure 2).

Mutualism in regenerative systems is as much a shift in our

perspective of how organisms interact as it is about how we

choose to interact.5 It means moving from a narrow view of life

founded on individualism and competition, developed from Dar-

winism and notions of the ‘‘selfish gene’’5 (and which today often

characterize the dominant global economic model of neoliber-

alism127,128), to recognizing the importance of mutualistic rela-

tionships in the evolution and flourishing of life on Earth and hu-

mans’ evolutionary success.34 It also meansmoving from a blind

focus on direct organism interactions to considering how all in-

teractions, including indirect and non-mutualistic ones,

contribute to an overall mutualistic and, therefore, regenerative

system.31,126
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Mutualistic interactions require care for others as well as care

to meet one’s own needs. Encouraging mutualism therefore

means encouraging care. An ideal place to start in inculcating

a culture of care is grounding regeneration in local contexts

and communities, from which wider responsibility can be

developed. Everyone has a local context and typically a special

care for it, connecting via cultural narratives—an ever-evolving

‘‘story of place’’ that honors and celebrates habitats, commu-

nities, buildings, history, and heritage.3,4,46,129,130 Similarly, it

could be valuable to reconnect people with the production of

their food.12,124 For example, local wild food foraging can facil-

itate people’s connectedness to nature, which in turn fosters

altruistic motivations.131 Even exposure to videos of nature

can make us more cooperative.132 In education, caring and

mutualistic relations could be fostered by encouraging under-

standing of how different cultural values shape both positive

and negative human-nature relationships, providing experiential

learning in nature, and embedding practical regenerative skills

development in curricula.34 Caring can also come simply from

an enterprise’s collective regenerative mission, increasing

feelings of purpose, meaningfulness, and motivation in em-

ployees.30 Antitheses of this ethic of care include mental and

spatial distancing of workers from their work, and between

food production and consumption (which typically accom-

panies commodification).12,124

Between people, mutualism could also take the form of

resource sharing. For instance, food sharing is a form of ‘‘social

nourishment,’’ combating loneliness and strengthening social

networks and community resilience.133,134 Networks of sharing

common-pool resources can also powerfully express other

regenerative qualities (see below). For example, sharing crop

seeds can encourage crop genetic diversity and address dietary

deficiencies in key nutrients11 and increase agency by chal-

lenging corporate monopoly control of seeds.135 Similarly,

sharing knowledge about successful (e.g., agricultural) practice

could involve use of digital technologies that resist corporate

monopolization of data, as exemplified by small-scale networks

of regenerative farmers built around commons of data sharing

and open-source coding (e.g., sharing environmental farm

data, mapping, and co-developing DIY soil sensors).41,136 Over-

all, resource sharing and connecting people with nature and

local heritage could encourage mutualistic interactions, which

should feature strongly in any regenerative systems’ internal-

external relations.

Diversity
Diversity refers here to the variety of system components, both

physical and conceptual, quantitative and qualitative, ecological

and human. Regenerative systems require high levels of diver-

sity, including biodiversity, agrobiodiversity, cultural diversity,

biocultural diversity, the degree of role specialization in society,

and diversity of organizations such as businesses.11,31,40,35 Di-

versity makes important contributions to the resilience and

other dimensions of regenerative system health:31,87,100,137 for

instance, biodiversity in wider ecosystems is important for adap-

tation in the face of environmental perturbations, reducing nega-

tive impacts on people100,137; cultural diversity reduces impacts

of environmental shocks and stressors on human societies and

holds repositories of knowledge (e.g., in language) about
sustaining humans and other life in many different environ-

ments88,98,138; and diversity of organizations and currencies in

financial systems may increase resilience against shocks such

as financial crashes.87 Biodiversity may even be autocatalytic,

whereby diversification of species creates niches for more

species to exist.139 Diversity is also important for its direct con-

tributions to humanwellbeing (e.g., from experiencing biodiverse

surroundings).11,140 Particular effort is needed to enhance and

protect diversity141 because humanity is already more adept at

increasing the efficiency of resource flows,86 often at the

expense of diversity.

An important manifestation of diversity in human regeneration

is creativity, which facilitates cultural and intellectual evolution in

a similar way to the genetic mutations that enable biological

evolution.35,142 To counter global declines in creativity in young

people,143 exacerbated by education systems that restrict ac-

cess to creative subjects,144 creativity would need to be fostered

by embracing transdisciplinarity, ambiguity, and awareness of

the complexity and regenerative properties of nature (see also

‘‘reflexivity’’ below).35 Creativity and other forms of diversity

may be positively reinforcing: for instance, cultural diversity is

suggested to play an important role in regenerating our imagina-

tion,134 further enhancing opportunities for creativity.35,129

Grounding regenerative systems in local stories of place, as

described above, is one way in which diversity (e.g., cultural, bio-

logical, and biocultural) could be encouraged. This highlights the

impossibility of a one-size-fits-all solution for enabling regenera-

tive systems and that regeneration must instead co-evolve with

its locale,6,46 revitalizing diverse local and Indigenous ways of

knowing that include ‘‘good living’’ philosophies and traditional

ecological knowledge.19,35,38,40,117,145

Regenerative agriculture features many practices that aim to

increase biodiversity, including multi-cropping, crop rotation,

and silvopasture.25,26 A goal of soil-protecting practices in

regenerative agriculture, for example, is to increase diversity of

soil fauna and microbiota to improve soil structure.26 On the so-

cial side of regenerative agriculture, which includes skill building

and encouraging ingenuity and adaptability to new social and

economic conditions,129 a diversity of agricultural activities can

enhance wider regenerative capacity in various ways.129 In

particular, the diverse social interactions in multi-functional land-

scapes can lead to synergistic knowledge sharing, innovation,

and upskilling.129

Agency
We interpret agency as having the freedom and resources to

behave in a desired way. It is an important quality in regenerative

systems because people and wider nature require agency—the

freedom from oppression, and the energy, materials, time, and

space—to act regeneratively. For people, this includes

having control over their own livelihoods and opportunities to

meet their immaterial and material needs, making choices they

value while also working toward collective regenerative

goals.5,31,38,117,136,146 Frameworks such as Sen’s capabilities

stress the essentiality of this kindof agency for humanwellbeing.94

This agency has been referred to as ‘‘autonomy through interde-

pendence,’’ in contrast to self-interested autonomy-as-individu-

alism or homo economicus that characterizes neoliberalism,127

and is closely related to the concept of ‘‘food sovereignty’’ in
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food systems whereby local communities control the governance

of their own food system (rather than, say, globalizedmarkets and

corporations).18 Althoughourmainstreameconomic, political, and

other organizational structures may empower people in some

ways (e.g., by granting access to all the knowledge and social

connection provided by the internet), in other ways they fall far

short of the empowerment required in regenerative systems

(e.g., by colonizing the land and sea that underpin local and Indig-

enous livelihoods). Similarly, the enclosure, colonization, privatiza-

tion, commodification, and technological control of non-human

nature that characterize mainstream economies are a far cry

from the agency that nature deserves and requires in regenerative

systems.6,124

Behind the lackof agencygrantedbymanyhumansocieties lies

an inaccurate Hobbesian view of people as inherently selfish, vio-

lent, and in need of top-down control,147 and an anthropocentric

notion of nature as subordinate to people and in need of

taming.6,148That isnot todismiss the importanceof top-downpol-

icymaking altogether, but enabling agency in regenerative sys-

tems requires greater trust in the inherent cooperative tendencies

of human communities when given opportunities to self-orga-

nize147 aswell as trust in the self-organizingpower of ecosystems.

The core dynamic associated with agency in regenerative sys-

tems is therefore ground-up organization and emergence within

supportive policy environments, both in human communities

and non-human contexts, as opposed to dependence on more

top-down control driven by markets and governments.31

Agency in regenerative systems would be reflected in

governance structures, including cooperatives, commons,

informal collectives of micro-enterprises, unions, holacracies,

andsociocracies.6,7,31,41,135,136,146Cooperativesexemplify regen-

erativemodes of exchangewhereby value generated is reinvested

back into the cooperative, not accumulated by a small number

of capital owners.146 Inanycase, decision-making shouldbedem-

ocratic, with place-based co-creative processes with community

stakeholders being commonplace, encouraging discussions

about conflicts in views as central to policy processes.3,116,149 En-

terprises should flatten hierarchies within their organizational

structure and ensure inclusive involvement of employees along

with senior management in decision-making.30 Holacracies and

sociocracies have been suggested as regenerative governance

models inspiredby livingsystems for replacing traditionalmanage-

ment hierarchies, featuring an overlapping holarchy of roles and

domains of work, decisions by mutual consent, and continuous

feedback,7 although these are still exploratory ideas.

Initiatives focusing on agency in regenerative systems,

however, should beware of (possibly unintentional) perpetuation

of injustices. For example, a commons in regenerative systems

would transcend food banks, community fridges, and school

breakfast clubs, where food donors and beneficiaries remain

anonymous to each other and the food may be cheap and

low in nutritional value.6,12 Although such initiatives may have

short-term importance, they perpetuate dependency and

marginalization without challenging the underlying system that

creates such injustices and see food as little more than a political

act.6 Food justice initiatives, such as farmers’ markets, should

also avoid becoming elitist and accessible only to richer peo-

ple.12 True food sovereignty might instead take the form of

community urban farming.38,150
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At its heart, agency in regenerative systems is thus a matter of

human and non-human justice, including the securing of future

intergenerational justice and redress of historical injustice, which

is associated especially with the colonialist practices of capital-

ism.6 A system arguably cannot be regenerative if it is not

emancipatory and fails to right such injustice (e.g., if it exists

on stolen land) or does not enable resource sovereignty. It in-

volves a rebalancing of power dynamics, leveling up hierarchies

between groups of people and between people and wider

nature.6 In this way it is perhaps the regenerative quality most

closely tied to ideas about equity and equality. It is key to regen-

erative systems because regeneration is intimately related to

bottom-up, autopoietic forms of organization and network

governance without dependence on top-down control, and the

importance of freedom for human wellbeing.

Reflexivity
Reflexivity is a deeper form of reflection that continually re-eval-

uates the values and assumptions underpinning our actions.151

Although it includes continued and iterative experimentation,

evaluation, learning, and adaptation30,28—more post hoc, reflec-

tive forms of reflexivity—here we consider it to go further, addi-

tionally encompassing collaborative exploration of desired

regenerative futures3 and also an active, present-moment

awareness of the many dimensions of participation in regenera-

tive systems (e.g., ecological worldview, diversity, mutualism,

and agency). While being more obviously key to human learning,

reflexivity is also a collaborative co-evolutionary quality occur-

ring between humans and wider nature.3,28,29 For instance,

regenerative entrepreneurs treat nature as an enabling partner

from which to reflexively learn, adapt, and find creativity, while

regenerative organizations reciprocally enhance the adaptive,

evolutionary, and thus regenerative capacity of wider ecosys-

tems.30,28,29 The constructivist practice of reflexivity contrasts

with the instrumental rationality characterizing many traditional

mechanistic approaches to sustainability.3,140

Reflexivity is considered essential to supporting the emer-

gence of regenerative systems for several reasons. Internal

and external environments are constantly changing, so frequent

reflexive practice is needed for a system to remain viable and to

maintain focus, ambition, and motivation.3 This is particularly

important today, when major shifts in our values are urgently

required. Reflexivity is also key for embodying the regenerative

qualities described in this perspective in how we act in the

world. Participating in regenerative systems means remaining

constantly attuned to and guided by these qualities. An absence

of such reflexivity risks over-focusing on limited aspects of

regenerative systems or only paying lip service to regenerative

qualities.

A long-term regenerative system therefore requires a ‘‘learning

community’’31 that embodies deep reflexivity. This requires

strong investment in education (notably, education that em-

braces Indigenous knowledge and encourages creativity and

mutualism,34,35 as described above) and adaptive management

that continually learns from nature and places.28,29,43 Regenera-

tive enterprises should remain aware of system feedbacks and

recognize that staying viable means continuous engagement

with knowledge and innovation.30 Futures thinking andmethods,

such as collaborative Three Horizons workshops (see Box 1),62



Box 1. Background to our application of the Regenerative Lens to an envisioned future food system

The future vision to which our Regenerative Lens was applied is taken from a Three Horizons62 process run by FixOurFood (a £6

million 5-year research program funded by UK Research and Innovation’s Transforming Food Systems Strategic Priority Fund55),

using surveys and online workshops with researchers and other stakeholders in the Yorkshire food system. FixOurFood aims to

understand how to support transformation toward a regenerative food system in Yorkshire.55 It focuses on three subsystems—

agriculture, schools and early years settings, and food economies—and how they are connected. Three Horizons is a participatory

futures practice and framework for convening conversations about transformative change, centered around three horizons of cur-

rent challenges (the ‘‘first horizon’’), desired futures (the ‘‘third horizon’’), and action to support transformation (the ‘‘second

horizon’’).62

Perceived challenges in the current Yorkshire food system include: the system is dominated by a relatively small number of large

corporations, limiting agency at local scales to achieve major positive change; conventional farming methods focused on high

yields that degrade the local and global environment; insufficient appreciation of food’s importance in schools; siloed policy;

and high levels of stress for people. The third horizon vision, in contrast, imagines a Yorkshire food system with high local diversity

(e.g., of food businesses), agency, and self-sufficiency. The food system’s priority is nutritious and sustainable food, with good

practice rewarded by government and markets. Food system actors are well connected and engaged, and human and environ-

mental wellbeing are high and increasing. See Note S1 for details of the third horizon vision.

To apply the Regenerative Lens, we convened an online 1.5-h meeting of six FixOurFood researchers to interrogate the third

horizon vision (integrated across all three subsystems), with a particular focus on the five key qualities for enabling regenerative

systems (ecological worldview, mutualism, diversity, agency, and reflexivity), and asking where and how (1) the vision already

aligns to the Lens and (2) alignment to the Lens could be strengthened. Participants were divided into two breakout groups,

with each group addressing both questions for a single quality at a time. Responses were recorded in the collaborative online

whiteboard Mural (https://www.mural.co/).
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lend themselves well to such a learning community.3 Reflexivity

can also be enhanced by evaluationmethods used,3 such as Re-

flexive Monitoring in Action152 or Developmental Evaluation.153

By making reflexivity a standard practice in our lives, our

systems are more likely to maintain agile, co-evolutionary inter-

nal-external partnerships that enable adaptation to dynamic

conditions, hopeful aspiration toward regenerative futures, and

embodiment of regenerative qualities as we participate in regen-

erative systems.

THE REGENERATIVE LENS AS A WHOLE

When the framework’s components are viewed as a whole

(Figure 1), four important additional insights emerge. First,

each quality contributes in an essential way to avoiding a sys-

tem’s long-term degeneration. For example, without mutualism

and agency there could be no cooperative action in communities

toward a common goal of a regenerative future. Similarly,

without reflexivity we would struggle to shift worldviews underly-

ing degenerative practice and keep systems viable in constantly

changing circumstances.Without an ecological worldview a sys-

tem is likely to focus on human and internal regeneration, with a

continued effect of eroding the wider Earth system’s capacity to

support people.

Second, the five qualities are mutually reinforcing. For

example: epistemic pluralism and creativity could be key to

designing responses to system feedbacks, while reflexivity

could in turn foster creativity; connecting with nature and locale

to foster mutualism could also encourage a more ecological

worldview; and mutualistic resource sharing can also enhance

agency. Losing any one quality would thus have a dispropor-

tionate overall impact.

Third, the distinction between reaching and encouraging

regenerative systems (i.e., outcome vs. process) is not clear-
cut. This is because a regenerative system’s outcomes will never

be static43 but rather an ongoing dynamic of mutually reinforcing

wellbeing and biological, cultural, and intellectual co-evolution.

Regeneration is thus simultaneously a means and an end.36

Finally, the framework uses system distinctions to encourage

a conceptual shift but avoids dichotomies. Although the Lens’s

social-ecological, human-ecological, and internal-external fram-

ings do represent dualisms in a framework aiming to break down

traditional dualisms, these are fuzzy and flexible boundaries that

remain useful as distinctions rather than dichotomies in explain-

ing regenerative concepts.72 In each case, the distinction retains

the two entities as interactive, interdependent, and mutualistic,

which helps to highlight the contrast with our current systems.

This is not necessarily incompatible with recognizing indivisible

aspects common to all life (whether defined biologically or spir-

itually). Moreover, the internal-external distinction encourages

the user to progressively expand the scope of inquiry to bring

increasingly larger systems into view and seek to transform

them from degenerative to regenerative, similar to the Scope 1,

2, and 3 approach to cutting carbon emissions.154 It also distin-

guishes the framework from common mainstream framings of

resilience that focus on how a system can internally sustain itself

in relation to external change without addressing the deeper

causes of the external change.155 In this sense our framework

is closer to a multi-system model of resilience.156

APPLYING THE REGENERATIVE LENS

We suggest that the Regenerative Lens could be useful for

driving ambition and imagination to create new kinds of futures,

maintaining transformational intent in change processes, and

reflexively evaluating progress. Here we present an example of

using the Lens to evaluate and stretch ambition in an envisioned

future, in this case a future Yorkshire food system envisioned by
One Earth 6, July 21, 2023 835
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Figure 3. Applying the Regenerative Lens to an envisioned future
Visual summary report from applying the Regenerative Lens to an envisioned future food system. The central Venn diagram represents the whole vision. Each
circle represents a subsystem (agriculture, food economies, and schools and early years settings). Each green rectangle is a Post-it note with the title of a theme in

(legend continued on next page)
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FixOurFood55 through a collaborative Three Horizons62 process

with 113 food system stakeholders (Box 1 and Figure 3). Humans

have considerable imaginative capacity but often struggle to

envision genuinely different futures beyond their existing frames

of reference.75 The Regenerative Lens was therefore used by a

group of researchers to stretch the vision. It helped actors to

consider where there were existing regenerative qualities and

dynamics in the envisioned future and what might need to be

modified to give it a stronger basis in regenerative thinking

(Box 1 and Figure 3).

There was already considerable inclusion in the envisioned

future of regenerative qualities and dynamics. For example, an

ecological worldview was suggested in relation to externalities

of international trade, diversity was inherent in the theme about

dynamic food procurement platforms supplying the public

sector (which create a more level playing field for a diversity of

smaller enterprises), and several regenerative qualities, including

an ecological worldview, mutualism, and reflexivity, were

considered to be reflected in the theme ‘‘reconnection of people

to nature is integral to education and policymaking’’ (Figure 3).

Nonetheless, there were also many opportunities where

emphasis on regenerative qualities and dynamics could be

strengthened to increase alignment to the Regenerative Lens.

For example, the vision as a whole was considered overtly hu-

man-dominated, reflecting a utilitarian approach to nature. The

vision also lacked clarity on: how creativity would be encour-

aged; the mutual wellbeing benefits of people connecting with

nature and producing food together; equitable health and well-

being outcomes; and how reflexive practice would be

embedded in food system activity (Figure 3). Without greater

consideration of these issues, the envisioned future then had

less potential to support ambitious transformative action.

Participants gave positive feedback on the application exer-

cise, notably how it helped them to reflect on their vision and

consider more deeply interconnections between its different

components. Thus, while developing a more structured, repro-

ducible method for applying the Lens was outside the scope of

this perspective, the framework did have significant value for

the participants involved. Currently we are therefore learning

how to apply the Lens more regularly, continuously, and collab-

oratively in futures-oriented work and in supporting transforma-

tional, reflexive forms of evaluation. Ultimately, a more ambitious

vision based on regenerative principles makes actors more likely

to engage in practices that give rise to regenerative dynamics.

DISCUSSION AND NEXT STEPS

Regenerative systems are a significant departure from dominant

approaches focused on reducing harm to acceptable levels. Yet,

so far, there has been little synthesis of the many disparate ideas

about regenerative systems, limited clarity around regenerative

outcomes and dynamics, and a lack of simple but powerful ori-

enting heuristics for encouraging regenerative systems in

diverse contexts. Our framework emphasizes that to be regener-
the vision. Some themes are thus associatedwith a particular subsystem, or cross
of the themes is included in this figure—these themes are magnified to show th
diagram. For the other theme titles and detailed text underpinning each theme, se
enlarged green Post-it notes), and some refers to the vision as a whole (text una
ative, a system—e.g., a person, family, community, or organiza-

tion—cannot be regenerative on its own but only as part of a

regenerative ‘‘ensemble’’ of interdependent social-ecological

systems that are mutually supporting each other. To foster these

dynamics and therefore the wellbeing and continued evolution of

human societies and wider nature, a regenerative system would

need the individual and mutually reinforcing contributions of five

essential qualities: an embodied ecological worldview, mutual-

istic interactions, high diversity, agency, and reflexivity.

Our work confirms the ideas in various other regenerative

frameworks.31,53,54,56,63–66 The particular value of the Regenera-

tive Lens, however, is in the focus of its purpose as an orienting

tool for encouraging reflexivity and ambition in futures processes

in diverse contexts, along with its relatively broad, interdisci-

plinary approach. The framework’s structure is also in itself

apparently a new way of conceptualizing regenerative systems,

notably its emphasis on the dynamics of regenerative systems,

with other aspects of the framework then situated within this

foundation. These other aspects focus on regenerative qualities

that explain deeper motivations for applying certain practices

and why they are essential for supporting wider regenerative dy-

namics. With this said, we do not view our framework as static: in

line with the need for reflexivity, the framework will inevitably

evolve as we learnmore about supporting change toward regen-

erative futures.

By applying an integrative review methodology, we do not

intend to suggest that complete agreement exists across all

researchers and initiatives on the definition of a regenerative sys-

tem. Nor should there be, as locally (e.g., bioregionally) defined

regeneration, avoiding blanket interventions, is a key principle

of regenerative systems. Our engagement with the literature is

in any case non-comprehensive and omits much practical or

embodied knowledge that is less readily accessible. Nonethe-

less, some frequently arising themes become evident when

exploring transformative interpretations of regenerative sys-

tems, as we summarize in our framework; as Table 1 illustrates,

there is much overlap between different regenerative fields.

There are two main areas where we have purposefully avoided

certain interpretations of regenerative systems: neoliberal

interpretations (e.g., of urban regeneration) and apolitical inter-

pretations (e.g., of regenerative agriculture), which have both

been criticized.27,72,157 Instead, we recognize that regenerative

systems are inextricably normative and political as well as

founded on the fundamental properties of life. In particular, the

quality of agency in our framework emphasizes the importance

of redressing injustices against people and wider nature

(including those associated with neoliberalism).

Many important questions remain, especially regarding how

regeneration can be enabled or embodied within thinking and

action. When our framework has been raised with colleagues,

some have questioned whether a system might need to be

degenerative (externally or internally) before it can be regenera-

tive in the longer term; whether regeneration in one aspect of a

system might mean degeneration in another; and whether the
-cutting (in spaces between overlapping subsystems). Analysis of only a subset
eir titles, and lines connect them to their corresponding position in the Venn
e Note S1. Some of the analysis refers to a particular theme (text adjacent to the
ssociated with enlarged green Post-it notes).
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practices we advocate are ambitious enough, given that they are

typically small-scale and yet we require global-scale regenera-

tive systems. Yet these questions, while valid, may not be the

most useful questions to ask, because they are underpinned

by assumptions—in this case, of scarcity and the need for econ-

omies of scale—that regenerative systems purposefully chal-

lenge. We should certainly heed potential negative side effects

of regenerative action and consider the role of non-mutualistic

interactions in a wider mutualistic system, but there is also a

need to shift emphasis from problems to potential and creatively

developing new approaches. Moreover, we should honor regen-

eration’s distinctive and transformative approaches to

geographic scales of action, power relations, governance struc-

tures, and change pathways. For instance, economies of scale

may provide more efficient resource flows but fail to embody

other (e.g., social justice or diversity) aspects of regenerative

systems. We think that more important questions might include

the following. (1) Where is there greatest synergy between the

different regenerative qualities? (2) What can we learn from

regeneration success stories about how regenerative systems

can be enabled? (3) What forms of networks and collaboration

facilitate the spread of regenerative practice from grassroots or-

igins while preserving pluralism? (4) And ultimately, how can we

encourage virtuous reinforcing feedback between human and

wider ecological wellbeing?

While the need for regenerative systems has never been more

urgent, we are a long way from embodying regenerative dy-

namics in how we think, act, govern, or do business. This

perspective, however, has attempted to clarify how regenerative

systems could look and behave and has shown how a Regener-

ative Lens can guide ambitions for new kinds of futures. None-

theless, regeneration is a radical shift from mainstream thought

and action. Even as increasingly deadly extreme weather events

drive home the reality of our environmental crises, narratives of

reducing harm to sustainable levels (e.g., net zero carbon) domi-

nate, perpetuating the notion that we can continue to improve

current societal patterns rather than acknowledging that deeper

transformations are required. On the other hand, a focus on

growing regenerative systems that reinforce human and plane-

tary wellbeing provides a much more transformative and hopeful

message for reaching a radically different future.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
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